Smart Transport

Co-Driver Services

Qualified activities
Detailed follow-up of activities.
Get full traceability and control of your
driver’s Qualified activitesnon-driving
activities that qualify for payment or
activities that are important to track for
your operations. The activities are gathered
through collecting information from the
drivers, from the system and events from
the tachograph.
Through the registered activities, important
operational information is gathered,
like waiting times, Empty runs, coupled/
uncoupled trailers, delivered and received
pallets, cleaning activities, fueling, refilling
of fluids, and maintenance work.
The drivers can immediately report
activities throughout the shift. You easily
analyze their data with a report with

multiple display parameters and filters (by
type of activity, by driver, by customer etc).
These reports can easily be exported in
excel, PDF and other formats.
How does qualified activities work?
In Co-Driver Weboffice, you easily configure
the activities and questions adapted to your
needs. Define, in a few clicks, the activities,
the concerned vehicles and the predefined
questions that you want the drivers to
answerer during the shift. Agree with your
drivers what activities should be registered
at what time. When a predefined event
happens, a relevant activity in the system is
started (automatically or manually) on the
screen. The driver selects the right choice
and answers some questions in a few
seconds (when applicable).

For a safer and smarter world

Quickly analyse the activities you are interested in.

The application automatically asks the driver
questions linked to the activity.

Examples of activities that can be monitored though the Qualified Activities Service
Traceability of fuel purchases

Follow up your consumption (number of
liters, vehicle mileage, locations).

Agricultural sector / bulk transport traceability
of cleaning processes

Keep track of the cleaning processes and
provide cleaning reports in line with
hygiene regulations.

Waiting times follow-up

Track and reduce waiting times. Use this
information in negotiation and justify your
invoicing.

Empty runs

Registration of empty kilometers

Analyze loadings/unloadings

Analyze all the information about your
loading/ unloading (positioning, time, fillingration,
goods nature and quantity…).

Equipment monitoring

Check the working conditions of a vehicle or the
trailer before starting a mission.

Incident and litigation management

Instantly receive any litigation, incident or
damage declaration.

Pallet management

Check the number of delivered or
recovered pallets.

Trailer coupling/uncoupling

Identify which trailer is coupled to which truck
at any time.

Construction sector: utilization reports

Record the equipment’s utilization: auxiliary
engines, conveyor belt, cement mixer, pumps…

Ferry/train trips

Record time on the ferry or the train to calculate
drivers’ rest times in an appropriate way.

Required equipment

AddSecure Vision
AddSecure Co-Driver App
A driver interface is necessary for this service.
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The driver selects an activity in one click.

